
The tiered licensure proposal ties a teacher’s license to student test scores and local evaluations. To bribe 
teachers to accept this bad idea, an “increased” teacher salary is tied to licensure.  Tiered licensure mixes 
having a professional license with employment factors; something no other profession allows.  Tiered licensure 
is bad for kids, taxpayers, and teachers.  Additional information about tiered licensure may be obtained by 
following these links: 

 http://www.idahoednews.org/news/committee-finalizes-licensure-plans/ 

 http://idahospromise.org 

 http://idahoea.org 

 
Tiered licensure is in effect in only a small number of states and the effects on student achievement are 
uncertain.  What is certain is that tiered licensure is a bad idea. 
 
BAD FOR STUDENTS 

 more pressure to perform on high stakes tests because teacher salaries are tied to student test scores  
o more test prep 
o less differentiated instruction 
o more time testing 
o more test anxiety 

 fewer electives (and recess) in favor of more drill on tested topics 

 lower performing students will have less access to highly qualified teachers 

 high poverty schools will have less access to highly qualified teachers 

 kids’ needs lose priority over pleasing administrators 

 less chance that a teacher will have an advanced degree (masters or doctorate)  
o tiered licensure does not reward teachers who go beyond minimum academic preparation 
o students taking concurrent credit or AP classes will be short-changed 

 fewer students in concurrent credit and AP classes 
o teachers will discourage borderline students from enrolling because their salaries depend on 

student scores 

 academic freedom and innovation will suffer as teachers feel pressure to please administrators instead 
of being advocates for their students 

o teachers less likely to speak up on issues like class size and safety when evaluation affects 
licensure 

o teachers less likely to try different methods to help students when following prescribed 
methods is part of evaluation 

o teachers less likely to want to teach challenging and high needs students 

 
BAD FOR TAXPAYERS 

 $250 million initial price tag 

 reasons to believe costs will increase 
o process challenged because the developer of the evaluation claims misuse of her framework 
o states with tiered licensure are fighting lawsuits brought by teachers who unfairly lost their 

license 
o more administrators needed in each school to be able to perform added evaluations  
o more district personnel needed to compile and keep data for each certified employee 
o states with test scores tied to evaluations are back tracking and reconsidering 

 more red tape and bureaucracy 

 less local control  

 no evidence that tiered licensure improves student achievement 

 serious problems with inter-rater reliability and concerns raised by scholars and researchers. 

 
Tiered licensure: An expensive process that does not work based on bad science that is bad for children and 
taxpayers. 
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